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Features – Design & Development

**Activities Completed**
- Meeting with JHU to discuss the JIRA cases

**Activities In Progress**
- “Business Rules revamping: Accept Arguments for Functions” – Polus testing in progress
- Questionnaire Engine revamp – Polus testing in progress
- Business Rules revamping: Other Enhancements” – Development in progress
- Proposal Person Certification – Added to the Development Backlog
- Key Personnel attachments – Added to the Development Backlog
- Service Request revamping – Added to the Development Backlog
- Dashboard Widgets – Added to the Development Backlog
- Notification Engine revamp – Added to the Development Backlog
Features – Design & Development (cont’d.)

Activities In Progress (cont’d.)

- **Sponsor hierarchy** – Technical Design modification in progress
- **Medusa** - Technical Design in Progress
- **Locking** - Technical Design in progress

Activities Planned for the week of 18th October

- Gather more details from JHU on JIRA cases and add it to Development Backlog
Integration

**Activities Completed**

- Master views – updated based on the revised view code received from Bob on 12 Oct 2021. Ready for JHU testing
- Demo of LearnShare system

**Activities In Progress**

- Development of APIs (Digital Measures, LearnShare, IRB) : Requirements analysis & design in progress
- SAP integration tasks

**Activities Planned for the week of 18th October**

- Development of LearnShare API
- Meet with JHU to gather additional information required to develop APIs for IRB and DigitalMeasures
Data migration

**Activities Completed**

- ✓ Coding of Migration Scripts completed and delivered for review

**Activities In Progress**

- ➢ Polus internal review of Migration Scripts

**Activities Planned for the week of 18th October**

- ➢ Refine migration scripts (if required), based on the review
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